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VIAL AND AMPOULE   
COUNTERS

MediaCount is a counter machine which allows to carry out the count of vials or bottles  
 contained in trays, both metallic or plastic, in a precise, automatic and traceable way

MEDIACOUNT GUARANTEES AN
OBJECTIVE AND PRECISE COUNTING  
OF VIALS OR AMPOULES IN TRAYS.
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Specifically developed for the pharmaceutical field, MediaCount counts and optionally inspects vials or ampoules collected 
into trays, in a precise, automatic and traceable way. Thanks to a vision system specially designed and realized by Metapack  
Engineering, nowadays it is possible to have a system that makes the counting of vials or ampoules automatic, reliable and objective.

Key features
MediaCount is a free-standing machine; the operator can feed with 
trays containing the container that have to be counted.

An integrated conveyor brings the tray inside the machine and a de-
dicated machine vision system provides the automatic counting and 
optionally inspects the conformance criteria (target number, lid pre-
sence/colour, integrity of the top of the ampoule).

After the counting process, the machine gives back the tray along 
with the result and it can generate a tag/label reporting the number 
of vials or ampoules found therein. 

At the end of the batch, Mediacount provides a complete and detai-
led report of both the processed trays number and of the vials coun-
ted. The machine can be connected to a network in order to provide 
and exchange data over the IT infrastructure.

In addition to counting, Mediacount can also inspect products 
irregularities, such as:
 
• Damaged vials
• Bottles with non-compliant cap or fliptop
• Areas in the tray that remained not regularly filled  

Metapack supplies solutions and machines for identification and 
control of industrial products and processes. Thanks to more than 
25 years of experience, we focus on digital printing and coding, 
machine vision and traceability software systems. Our competen-
ces are integrated into specific solutions conceived for the most 
advanced requirements.

VIAL COUNTING MACHINE VIAL COUNTING MACHINE

HOW IT WORKS

MediaCount integrates a machine vision system with a high resolution linear camera moving along two axes.
The first-one for positioning the camera at the right height during format change over (automatic focus) and the  
second-one for moving the linear camera over the tray containing the product to be counted.

A special lighting system, mounted on board of the system allows to acquire images suitable for counting. The machine vision software 
provides the count in a quick and precise manner and indicates to the operator the eventual presence of defects or non-conformances 
of the product contained in the tray.

The MediaCount software has been specially designed by Metapack to allow the operator to manage the control process easily and 
quickly, in full conformance to 21 CFR Part 11 directives. The machine can also be made for an automatic in-line counting.

TRAY IDENTIFICATION   
AND BATCH REPORTING

MediaCount is equipped with a printer for labels, which are 
automatically produced at the end of each count, allowing 
the operator to label each tray with its identification data 
and content. At the end of the batch processing, the ma-
chine produces a PDF or XML report detailing the trays 
processed and the detail of each count: these data may 
also be communicated by network to an IT infrastructure.

Operation Procedure

1. The operator logs into the system by entering the  
password

2. He/She selects the recipe and declares the beginning 
batch by inserting all production data

3. He/She inserts the tray by starting in the inlet mouth: 
the machine automatically completes the insertion of the 
tray inside it

4. The machine carries out the count, displays it on the 
touchscreen along with the indication of possible faults of 
the product in the tray

5. The machine returns the tray: the operator can pick it up 
and place the printed label

6. Steps 3-6 are repeated for all trays to be processed

7. When all the trays in the batch have been processed, 
the operator declares the end of the batch.

Particular attention has been dedicated to MMI software, 
which assists the operator in each phase of the process, 
making the use of the machine very simple and intuitive.
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VISION FOR SOLUTIONS

Metapack supplies solutions and machines for identification and control of industrial products and processes. Thanks to more than 25 
years of experience, we focus on digital printing and coding, machine vision and traceability software systems. Our competences are 
integrated into specific solutions conceived for the most advanced requirements. Having a strong and configurable company structure, 
our solutions are able to safely satisfy the needs related to the ever-changing traceability regulations. The complete software suite, 
covering from level 1 to level 3, is composed by Site Server, HMI Supervisor, Vision systems for serialization and aggregation.

FOCUS
Machines for automated packaging systems
Digital Identification/Printing systems (DOD UV and TIJ printing)
Machine Vision Systems (COGNEX Certified Integrator – Custom, PC-based Systems)
Traceability systems (pharmaceutical serialization and related technologies)

SOLUTIONS PHARMA FOOD & BEVERAGE CONVERTING FAST DECODING

PRINT CARTONS PRINT ON CARRY HANDLES DIGITAL NUMBERING SYSTEMS

LABES ID CODE OCR-OCV CARTONS

BLOW-FILL-SEAL MONODOSES LABELS

ALU-FOIL BLISTER

BLISTER SINGLE

INSPECT BLISTER EMPTY BOTTLE BARCODES- ANTIMIX
DECODING & PRINT QUALITY 
INSPECTION 

CARTONS BOTTLE RINSING GLUE AND FOLDING

LABELS ID CODE OCR-OCV

BLOW-FILL-SEAL MONODOSES

VAIL COUNTERS

BARCODES-ANTIMIX

OCV/OCR/PQV

GRADE VERIFIERS

SERIALISE TRACK & TRACE

AGGREGATION SISTEMS

METAPACK ENGINEERING  

 25 YEARS OF ITALIAN MANUFACTURING FOR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
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